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1 Introduction and Paper Contributions

Finding solutions to hard combinatorial problems is important for various ap-
plications, including con�guration, scheduling, or planning. Modern declarative
solving approaches allow programmers to easily encode various problems and
then use domain-independent solvers to �nd solutions for given instances. The
encoding quality highly in�uences the search performance; however, writing an
e�cient encoding remains a challenge that requires an experienced programmer
to clearly understand the problem up to details. A possible way for simplifying
the programming task consists of automatically extend a given encoding with
constraints eliminating symmetric solution candidates, i.e., a set of candidates
where each one can be obtained from another by renaming constants [10, 7, 15].
For Answer Set Programming (ASP) paradigm [6, 9], the works [11, 12] introduce
a framework for learning �rst-order constraints to automatically improve the ef-
�ciency of a given encoding for instances of a target distribution. It applies sbass
[5] for identifying ground symmetries of small but representative instances, and
then generalizes respective examples by means of Inductive Logic Programming
(ILP) [3]. The main challenge in the application of this approach is that it must
be able to access or generate instances that (i) comprise symmetries represen-
tative for the whole instance distribution, and (ii) are simple enough to allow
the implementation to compute all of their solutions. Consider a small example
of the well-studied Partner Unit Problem (PUP) [1, 14], which is an abstract
representation of con�guration problems occurring in railway safety or building
security systems. The Fig. 1a shows the smallest instance representing a class
of building security systems named double by [1]. Despite being the simplest
instance, it has 145368 solutions, one of which is depicted in Fig. 1b. Applying
sbass to a naive encoding grounded with the instance in Fig. 1a, we can identify
that 98.9% of the solutions are symmetric (for instance, by renaming the units
of a solution). Therefore, the enumeration of symmetries for PUP instances is
problematic, although the premises for applying the framework are promising.

In the work referred by this extended abstract [13], we extend the framework's
applicability to combinatorial problems lacking trivial representative instances,
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Fig. 1. Partner Unit Problem example

addressing the aforementioned limitations. In particular, the paper makes the
following contributions:(i) we propose a new de�nition of the ILP learning task
and a corresponding implementation for the input generation, which allow the
approach to scale with respect to the number of answer sets of the analyzed
instances, thus, learning e�cient �rst-order constraints; (ii) we provide a novel
con�ict analysis method for the ILP system ilasp [8] that signi�cantly improves
the e�ciency of the constraint learning; (iii) we present an extensive experi-
mental study conducted on three kinds of PUP benchmarks shows that the new
method clearly outperforms the legacy approach in terms of learning and solving
performance.

2 Discussion of Results

We applied the revised framework to PUP instances supplied by [1], studying
the double, doublev, and triple instance collections. Instances of the same type
represent buildings of similar topology with scaling parameters that follow a
common distribution. Although the benchmark instances are synthetic, they
represent a relevant con�guration problem; in addition, the scalable synthetic
benchmarks are easy to generate and analyze. We executed the experiments
using 120 di�erent random seeds to counterbalance the impact of randomness
and get more reliable estimates of the relative learning and solving performance.
We compared the new version of the framework with respect to the previous one.
The experiments showed that all the revisions proposed for de�ning the ILP task
(including the con�ict analysis method) either improve the learning time or lead
to more e�cient constraints.

Lastly, we select the most e�cient learned constraints among those aggre-
gated and compared the running time of clingo with: (ENC1) a basic PUP
encoding, (ENC1+C) the same encoding extended with the learned constraints,
and (ENC2) an advanced encoding [4], incorporating hand-crafted static sym-
metry breaking as well as an ordered representation [2] of assigned units. The
results for the three di�erent types of PUP lead to the same conclusion, i.e.,
ENC1 produced the highest solving time, followed by ENC2, while ENC1+C
obtained signi�cantly better performance compared to the other encodings, par-
ticularly on the unsatis�able instances.
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